
SUMMARY

,,Impact of working conditions of cogeneration systems on the possibility !f
restructuring sources of electricity production"

The growing consumption of
vironmental awareness point to the

le energy sources.

The dissertation describes the current problems of the polish energy sector, preienting

requirements of the European Union climate and energy package. In the first pard of the

efiation the thesis and the purpose of the work were presented and the topics contahned in
requent chapters of the dissertation were summarized. Next, the impact of thb state

legy on electricity producers was described, the energy efficiency of selected genlration

:ces was compared and the technical and economic conditions of electricity genpration

The fourlh chapter compares the combined and separated energy production, debcribes

principle of operation of a cogeneration installation based on a natural gas piston pngine

the main elements of the cogeneration system were presented. In addition tb split

, prururpre ur ,perauon or a cogenerauon lnstallatlon based on a natural gas piston pngine

I the main elements of the cogeneration system were presented. In addition tb split
>duction fed with natural gas, selected cogeneration installations powered with atypibal gas

:ls and the concept of trigeneration allowing the generation of three types of energy [s part

the same process of primary energy conversion into usable energy was presented. T[e last

t of the fourth chapter describes the share of cogeneration installations in total eleQhicity

rduction.

chapter frve of the dissertation was devoted to the subject of multi-criteria ddcision

)port, as a tool used in the absence of a solution that simultaneously meets all ddclared

ection criteria. Selected optimization methods were described, indicating the main feiatures

the scale of grades used.

chapter six presents the parameters of the selection of the gas cogeneration sj,stem.

electricity in the world, global warmilg and

need to save electricity and to promote the use of

as: the structure of the technological and electrical insta.llation of the faci

y performance indicators of the CHp system (average efficiency



oduction, average efficiency of thermal energy production, average total effpienoy,
sociation ratio and energy saving original).

Chapter seven of dissertation confirms th
'creating a computer application for choosin

description of the author's program KO

nctions and the ability to change parameters and report generation. The developed aljorithm
'the program in the first part of the research was implemented in the Matlab progJam for
ientific calculations and engineering. In the second stage of research, the algoritfin was

ed to create a window application in the Microsoft visual c# 2010 on the envirdnment

ET Framework 4 in visual c#. In addition, the chapter presents the area of p]rogram

lutions, principles of cooperation of the CHP unit with coal boilers. data values and briteria

Lplemented in the algorithm and the program of selecting an associated power genlration

chapter eight ofthe dissertation plesents the results ofthe program for the needd of the

ed example. The existence of more thari one selection criterion (profit, emis$ion of
vironmentally harmful substances and simple payback time) has been taken into adcount.

obtained results confirm the first part of the thesis about the possibiliiy and

sefl ness of optimization of CIIP unit selection using multi-criteria decision dupportserluless t.lr opumrzauon or uilr umt select1on uslng multi-criteria decision dupporl

rds and allow comparison of optimization methods used in the aspect of cHp unit
ion.

The last part of the dissertation presents the conclusions and summarv bf the

ion and the author's own contribufion was included.
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